Abstract-This paper is concerned with developing a novel distributed Kalman filtering algorithm over wireless sensor networks based on randomized consensus strategy. Compared with centralized algorithm, distributed filtering techniques require less computation per sensor and lead to more robust estimation since they simply use the information from the neighboring nodes in the network. However, poor local sensor estimation caused by limited observability and network topology changes which interfere the global consensus are challenging issues. Motivated by this observation, we propose a novel randomized gossip based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm. Information exchange and computation in the proposed algorithm can be carried out in an arbitrarily connected network of nodes. In addition, the computational burden can be distributed for a sensor which communicates with a stochastically selected neighbor at each clock step under schemes of gossip algorithm. In this case, the error covariance matrix changes stochastically at every clock step, thus the convergence is considered in a probabilistic sense. We provide the mean square convergence analysis of the proposed algorithm. Under a sufficient condition, we show that the proposed algorithm is quite appealing as it achieves better mean square error performance theoretically than the noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm. Besides, considering the limited computation, communication and energy resources in the wireless sensor networks, we propose an optimization problem which minimizes the average expected state estimation error based on the proposed algorithm. To solve the proposed problem efficiently, we transform it into a convex optimization problem. And a sub-optimal solution is attained. Examples and simulations are provided to illustrate the theoretical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network composed of a large number of sensor nodes where each node is equipped with processing, communication and sensing capabilities. All the nodes work cooperatively to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound and pressure. The development of WSNs are motivated by military and environmental applications, such as battlefield surveillance and flood detection [1] . Today such networks are used in widescope applications such as robotics, surveillance, smart grid and health care, etc [2] , [3] .
Multi-sensor estimation through WSN gives higher accuracy than a single sensor node [4] . Thus, a completely centralized Kalman filtering algorithm is proposed in which all the observations of the sensors are sent to a central processing facility to perform the global data fusion. However, a fine grained measurement setup will result in a large amount of information that requires further processing and communication [5] . Due to the limited energy, communication, computation and storage resources, it may be impossible for all the sensors to send their observations to a central unit. Decentralized Kalman filtering iteration [6] involves state estimation using the measurement of local neighboring nodes in which there is no centralized processing station. Different from the local decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm, the distributed Kalman filtering iteration incorporates the priori estimates of the neighbors into the estimation. Incorporation of neighboring states brings the opportunity to reach consensus throughout the network inherently on the state estimation. The distributed Kalman filtering algorithm is proposed in which each node estimates the state by communicating with its neighbors and then reaches consensus on the system state. Under distributed Kalman filtering, a sensor does not have to transmit data to a center and can share the information with its neighbors to increase the reliability of the estimation and ensure consistency.
Consensus algorithms are powerful tools to carry out network-wide distributed computation tasks such as computing aggregate quantities and functions over networks [4] , [7] - [9] . The work of [10] focused on dynamic distributed sensor fusion to obtain consensus weighted least-squares fused estimates for multiple measurements. However, [10] does not include the system dynamic equations of targets and no direct connection is obtained with the Kalman filter. The work in [11] proposed some distributed Kalman filtering algorithms, which include a network of micro-Kalman filters that embedded with a low-pass and a band-pass consensus filter. The Kalman consensus filtering algorithm first proposed in [12] has proved to be a popular and influential distributed consensus-based framework for dynamic state estimation. A formal stability and performance analysis of Kalman consensus filtering algorithm was given in [13] . The consensus terms in these papers are added in an ad hoc fashion outside the Kalman filter framework. Cattivelli and Sayed [14] proposed diffusion strategies for distributed filtering and smoothing. Simulation shows improved performance relative to the Kalman consensus arXiv:1810.02531v1 [cs.SY] 5 Oct 2018 filtering algorithm [13] . Yu et al. [15] proposed a distributed consensus filtering algorithm based on pinning control, where only a small fraction of sensors need to measure the target information, with which the whole network can be controlled.
One of the key consideration in WSNs is that both computation and transmission are time and energy consuming tasks which have to be reduced as much as possible. Strategies for distributed estimation [14] , [16] - [18] are not closely related to the network topology and can reduce the rate of communication to cut down the energy cost. Besides, it is more flexible for ad-hoc deployment when compared with centralized and decentralized estimations [19] , [20] . However, there are also some challenges when adopting the distributed estimation strategy in WSNs. For example, the energy of sensors distributed in a complex environment is usually limited and the battery power is difficult to be regained or supplied. Thus, for a sensor, effectively selecting some of its neighboring sensors to send data to can extend the lifetime of its power source while guaranteeing a desired level of estimation quality.
Many literatures [12] , [14] , [21] - [24] have considered only the case of a stationary communication strategy which is described by a constant consensus matrix. However, this is a simple model of communications in many practical applications. For example, the WSNs need to frequently adjust the network topology due to dynamical operating environments. In this case the adopted randomized gossip strategy can provide robustness with respect to dynamic environments, even if network topology is subject to frequent and unpredictable variations. The resilience to network topology changes makes gossip protocols particularly appealing as an algorithmic framework for the distributed averaging problem in a dynamic setting. However, their rate of convergence is an issue. In fact, large number of iterations required to achieve target accuracy affect the energy budget and, in turn, the network lifetime. Therefore, several efforts have been made to improve convergence speed and mitigate energy consumption [25] , [26] , [27] . Besides, the work in [28] investigates sensor transmission power control for remote state estimation. Instead of using a conventional sensor, a sensor equipped with an energy harvester which can obtain energy from the external environment is utilized. Also it should be pointed out that in many practical applications a node cannot simultaneously receive data from two different neighbor nodes (for example collision can destroy messages in wireless environment) and in some applications data cannot simultaneously be transmitted to more than one node [29] . This fact makes the use of randomized consensus algorithms quite appealing as it picks up randomly one of its neighboring nodes and exchanges its estimate. It turns out that randomized consensus strategies can achieve better performance than deterministic ones with comparable complexity.
In this paper, we propose the randomized gossip based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm which is robust against changes in topology. This method computes a local state estimate using the measurement data from the neighborhoods of every node. Subsequently, in the randomized consensus step one node randomly wakes up, picks up randomly one of its neighbor nodes and exchanges its estimate. Our main technical contribution is to provide a formal stability and performance analysis of the proposed algorithm and show that the estimation performance is better when compared with n noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm. The use of randomized protocols avoids the need of cumbersome communication scheduling, reduces the need of time synchronization and may also reduce power consumption. A further cause of randomness in the communication is the potential unpredictability of the environment where these protocols are implemented: packet losses and collisions are in fact rather common in a sensor network. Finally, we consider optimal sensor scheduling for distributed estimation subject to limited power. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 1) Motivated by the results obtained in [12] , we derive the distributed implementation of the centralized Kalman filtering algorithm. The difference compared with [12] is that we adopt the randomized consensus algorithm for fusion of sensor data and covariance information. 2) Different from the works in [14] and [12] which focus on average consensus, we propose a novel distributed Kalman filtering algorithm based on randomized consensus algorithm which is robust against the changes of the network topology. Convergence is considered in the probabilistic sense. We provide a rigorous stability analysis which is one of the main technical contributions of this work. Under a sufficient condition that
is an orthogonal matrix, we show that the proposed algorithm is quite appealing as it has better performance than noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm.
3) Considering the limited communication resource in
WSNs, we provide a sub-optimal sensor scheduling scheme for distributed estimation subject to limited power.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we first introduce the system model, graph theory preliminary and randomized consensus algorithm. The distributed implementation of the centralized estimation based on the randomized consensus algorithm is then developed. In section III, we formulate the randomized gossip based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm and provide a formal stability and performance analysis. The optimal sensor scheduling for our distributed estimation subject to limited power is formulated in section IV. Section V presents a numerical example to illustrate the performance of the optimal sensor scheduling scheme and provides the performance comparison of different distributed Kalman filterings algorithms to show the optimality of our algorithm.
Notations: Z is the set of non-negative integers. k is the time index. N is the set of natural numbers. R n in ndimensional Euclidian spaces. S n + and S n ++ are the sets of n × n positive semi-definite and positive-definite matrices, respectively. When X ∈ S n + , we simply write X ≥ 0 or X > 0 if X ∈ S n ++ . For a matrix X, X denotes its transpose. T r [·] denotes the trace of a matrix.
denotes the expectation of a random variable. For function f 1 , f 2 with appropriate domains, f 1 f 2 (x) denotes the function composition f 1 (f 2 (x)), and f n (x) f (f n−1 (x)) with f 0 x. Symbol ⊗ represents the Kronecker product, λ 2 (M ) denotes the second largest eigenvalues of matrix M .
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model
Considering the following discrete linear time-invariant system:
where x(k) ∈ R m is the system state vector at time k, w(k) is the process noise. Assume that x(0) and w(k) are independent zero-mean Gaussian random vectors with covariances Π 0 and Q, respectively. A sensor network composed of n sensors is used to measure the system state x(k). The measurement equation of the ith sensor is given by
where v i (k) ∈ R mi is zero-mean white Gaussian with covariance matrix R i > 0 which is independent of x(0), w(k), for ∀k, i, and is independent of v j (s) when i = j or k = s. Hence, we have
where δ kk = 1 and δ kt = 0 for k = t. The pair (A, C i ) is assumed to be observable and (A, √ Q) is controllable.
B. Graph Theory Preliminaries
We model the sensor network as a undirected graph G = (V, ε) with the nodes V = {1, 2, ....n} being the sensors and the edges ε ⊂ V × V representing the communication links. We define the adjacent matrix Γ = [γ ij ] as follows. When γ ij = 1, there exists an edge (i, j) representing that the jth node receives data from the ith one, and γ ij = 0 indicates that the jth node does not receive data from ith one. Since a sensor node is always able to access its own observed values, we have γ ii = 1. We consider undirected graph in this paper. The adjacent matrix of an undirected graph is defined as γ ij = γ ji if (j, i) ∈ ε, where i = j. The set of incoming neighbors to a node v i is given as N i = {j ∈ V : γ ji = 1}, and the set of outgoing neighbors is defined as O i = {j ∈ V : γ ij = 1}. The in-degree of node i denoted as d 
C. Estimation Algorithm
We propose some notations which will be used in the remainder of the paper, where the expectations are taken with respected to the observed values and process noise v i (k), w(k) as follows:
where P i k|k−1 and P i k denote the state covariance matrices and their inverses are known as the information matrices. Note that x i 0|−1 = 0 and P i 0|−1 = Π 0 . Here are the Kalman filtering iterations in the information form:
D. Randomized Gossip Algorithm
In the following, the randomized gossip algorithm which is used for reaching a consensus on the local estimates against changes in topology is introduced. First, we define a stochastic matrix P = [P ij ] of nonnegative entries with the condition that P ij > 0 only if (i, j) ∈ V × V. For technical reasons, we assume that P is a stochastic matrix. We define a set of stochastic matrices as follows:
where e i = [0...0, 1, 0...0] is an n × 1 unit vector with the ith component equal to 1. Formally, let ξ(t) denote the vector of state values at the end of the time-slot t. We have: ξ(t + 1) = W (t)ξ(t), where the random matrix W (t), with probability 1 n P i,j is randomly selected from the set whose elements are defined in (14) , that is W (t) = W ij . According to [30] , if ξ(t) converges to the vector of averages ξ ave 1 =
To obtain the convergence of ξ(t) to ξ ∞ , we will consider the convergence of consensus error defined as e(t) = ξ(t) − ξ(∞). Thus, e(k) evolves according to the same linear system as ξ. Then, repeatedly conditioning and using the linear iteration, the following inequality holds [9] :
From this, we can see that the second moment of the error e(k) converges to 0 at a rate governed by
. This means that any scheme of choosing the W (t) with second largest eigenvalue strictly less than 1 (and, of course, with ρ(E(W ) − 11 T /n) less than 1 [30] ) is convergent in the second moment.
In [30] the authors also propose the ε-averaging time of the randomized consensus algorithm denoted by T ave (ε) which is defined as
where ||v|| denotes the l 2 norm of the vector v. Thus, the ε-averaging time is the smallest time it takes for ξ(k) to be within ε of ξ ave 1 with high probability, regardless of the initial value ξ(0). Let W denote the expected value of W (0) which is the same as
For the randomized consensus algorithm characterized by stochastic matrix P , for any initial vector
where K * (ε)
log λ2(W ) −1 . The result in Lemma 2.1 has the following intuitive explanation. For any randomized gossip algorithm with symmetric expectation matrix E(W ), the rate of convergence is governed by the second largest eigenvalue λ 2 (W ).
E. Centralized Kalman Filtering algorithm Implemented by Randomized Strategy
Given the system dynamics (1) with observations of N nodes, we derive the distributed implementation of centralized filtering algorithm. Note that the incremental update of our proposed algorithm is similar to the update proposed in [12] . An important difference in the algorithm is in the consensus step.
In [12] , the authors attempt to reduce the disagreement regarding the state estimates using an ad hoc approach by implementing a consensus step right after the estimation step while we adopt a randomized consensus strategy.
The cause of adopting randomized strategy in the communication is the unreliable environment where these protocols are implemented: packet losses, collisions and sensor nodes failures are in fact rather common in a sensor network.
The details of proposed centralized Kalman filtering algorithm based on randomized consensus strategy are summarized in Algorithm 1. Lemma 2.2: (cf. Theorem 1 in [12] ) Assume the nodes of the sensor networks solve two consensus problems that allow them to calculate the average inverse covariance S and the average measurement q at every iteration k. Then, every node of the network can calculate the state estimatex k at iteration k using the update equations as follows:
This gives a distributed estimate identical to the one obtained via a centralized Kalman filtering algorithm.
Remark 1: We assume that all nodes know the the number of nodes n in wireless sensor networks or solve a consensus problem to calculate n. Then, the local and central state estimates for all nodes are the same, i.e.,x Remark 2: We know that the randomized gossip algorithm reaches the average consensus as time approaches infinity. In Algorithm 1: Centralized Kalman filter based on randomized consensus strategy for sensor i
while new observation data exists do 3: Get observed value y i (k) and measurement information matrix R −1
i . Compute information vector and matrix:
Perform the average consensus on u i and U i independently. 
Update the state of the local Kalman filter:
end practical application, we define the -average time which is the smallest time it takes for x(k) to be within ε of x ave 1 with high probability. In other words, if consensus iterations K ≥ 3 log ε −1 log λ2(W ) −1 , the system state x(k) becomes within ε of x ave 1.
This network of consensus scheme for centralized Kalman filtering algorithm is able to collaboratively provide an identical performance to the estimates obtained by a central Kalman filter given that all nodes agree on the two central sums. Randomized gossip algorithm can approximate these sums and gives an approximate distributed Kalman filter for sensor networks. However, Algorithm 1 does not solve the distributed Kalman filtering problem. So far, we have shown that if two dynamic consensus problems in S and q are solved, then, a centralized Kalman filtering algorithm can be solved in a distributed way. This paper will devote to developing a novel randomized consensus based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm.
F. Problems of Interest
In our work, due to the limited single-sensor energy, computational ability, and communication capability, a large number of sensor nodes are commonly used in a wide region to estimate the same system state. Each sensor, through communication with its neighbors to exchange information, simultaneously estimates the global performance of the system and updates its own estimates to improve the performance. Eventually, all nodes could reach a consensus agreement about the values of their estimates of the state. The main problems of interest are summarized as follows:
1) How to design a distributed estimation strategy that is adaptive to network topology changes? 2) What conditions can guarantee the convergence of the proposed distributed estimation algorithm? 3) How to maximize the estimation performance under limited energy budget? The detailed formulations and solutions to these problems are presented in the following section.
III. RANDOMIZED CONSENSUS BASED DISTRIBUTED KALMAN FILTERING
In this section, we propose a novel approach to distributed Kalman filtering which depends on the estimation communication among neighboring nodes based on randomized gossip algorithm. This approach is referred to as randomized gossip based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm. Before presenting this distributed Kalman filtering iteration, it is essential to introduce a more primitive noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm that forms the basis of our algorithm.
A. Decentralized Estimation Process
Decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm have drawn a lot of interest during the past few decades in WSNs due to that they do not need a centralized processing station [19] , [20] .
Assume that sensor node i of the sensor network can exchange its observed value y i , covariance information matrix R i , and output matrix C i with its neighboring nodes N i . At time k, all the sensor nodes first locally predict the state x k . Then they transmit their local observed value to and receive these from their neighboring sensor nodes through available channels. After the data communication, they update their local estimation. For the ith sensor node, denotex •
• Then for node i, the incremental update is computed as follows:
According to the standard Kalman filter, we know that P i k converges to a steady-state value exponentially fast [6] . Define
The computation of equations above shows that P i depends on the values of adjacent matrix Γ. Should one avoid implementing any consensus, i.e., without further information communication regarding state estimations? The answer to this problem is rather simple. Actually, one can adopt local decentralized Kalman filtering which acts as a basis performance standard for distributed Kalman filtering algorithms. Intuitively, local decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm does not behave well due to the fact that a minority of nodes and their neighbors make poor observations due to environmental or geometric factors.
In local decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm, we assume that no nodes apart from its neighboring nodes N i can transmit the information data straight to node i. The case that its neighboring nodes transmit the information data from nonneighboring nodes to node i is forbidden. Consequently, sensor node i can use a central Kalman filter that only utilize the observed values and output matrices of neighboring nodes. This results in the following primitive decentralized Kalman filtering iterations without a consensus on state estimates.
The optimal local state estimation above is generated by incrementally incorporating estimates and data sequentially from the neighborhoods. The iterations calculate the optimal estimate for every neighborhood only. In [12] , the authors proposed the novel distributed Kalman filtering algorithms for WSNs that have a wide range of applications.
The main difference between the above iteration and [12] are summarized as follows. [12] attempts to diminish the disagreement with regard to the state estimations in local Kalman Algorithm 2: Randomized consensus based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm (distributed Kalman filtering algorithm with a randomized gossiping step on estimates).
1: Initialization:
At every time instant k: for i = 1 → n do a) Get the observed value y i (k). Compute the information vector and matrix
Locally aggregate observed data and covariance matrices: 
Estimate the target state after a randomized gossiping step: we first definê
and reduce the estimation disagreement of different sensor nodes:
. end end f) Update the state of the local Kalman filter:
filtering adopting an ad hoc approach by implementing a consensus step right after the estimation step
This is equivalent to moving toward the average intermediate estimate of the neighboring nodes. Based on the local Kalman filtering and randomized gossiping algorithm, we derive the distributed Kalman filtering algorithm updated by adding a random consensus step between the Kalman filtering updates. The randomized gossiping step is an attempt to achieve the global state consensus by local node interaction. The detailed realization of the randomized gossip based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm is as shown in Algorithm 2. The objective in the above algorithm is to diminish the estimation disagreement of different nodes. The proposed randomized consensus algorithm exchanges information and computes in an arbitrary network. Besides, the proposed algorithm distributes the computational burden by communicating with a randomly chosen neighbor. It can be shown that the proposed algorithm has a better performance than local noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm. The convergence and performance analysis are provided below. Remark 3: The neighboring nodes of sensors are exclusively determined by the network topology at the sampling instant, while during sensor communication it is a set with random neighbors selected according to the randomized algorithm. With neighboring node being deterministic in the former case, the filtering algorithm is guaranteed to converge due to the connectivity condition indicated by N i ; in contrast, the random of neighboring node is exploited to improve the performance in the latter case.
Although the consensus based Kalman filtering algorithm is highly interesting, the proof of convergence and performance analysis are relatively difficult so far. It is still an open issue. Our own work is in fact motivated by these results extended from Saber [12] . The main difference is that we use a different consensus algorithm in the paper and provide a convergence proof as follows.
B. Convergence Analysis of Proposed Distributed Filtering Algorithm
In this section, we analyze the mean-square error performance of the proposed algorithm. Let ϕ 
It follows that
We also have
Combining the above two equations into the consensus step, we obtain
Define
Besides, the priori and posteriori estimation error matrices of n sensors are defined in a general form a
We also define that
The extended matrices may be defined as
We further define a link matrix Γ as follows:
and its extended matrix
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Observe that 27) or equivalently
Remark 4: Taking expectations of both sides of equation (28), we obtain the following recursion for the expectation of the estimate of the randomized gossip based Kalman filtering algorithm
Since E[ x 0|−1 ] = 0 and E[ x 0|0 ] = 0, we conclude from (29) that the proposed randomized consensus Kalman filtering estimation is unbiased. We provide the mean-square performance analysis in the following. Let (28) can be rewritten in a more compact form as
Assumption 1: The sensor communications are much faster than measurements so that consensus can be reached during two consecutive measurements.
Assumption 2: The local decentralized noncooperative Kalman filtering of each node that uses the data from neighborhoods converges to a steady value as time approaches infinity, i.e., lim
.., n} (see [32] for conditions on Kalman filter convergence).
Note that Assumption 1 was used in [4] , [10] . Under the Assumption 2, the matrices A, B, D also converge to the steady-state, and their steady-state values are given by
Let P x,k = E{ x k|k x k|k } denote the covariance matrix of the proposed estimation algorithm. When time k is sufficiently large, based on equation (30), the whiteness of noise on the state and the observed value, we obtain
When it is not involved in a randomized gossiping step, the sensor node does not exchange estimation information with neighbors, it is consistent with the local noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm. The estimation error covariance matrix P k converges to P as k approaches infinity, where P is the steady state estimation error covariance matrix in decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm. Before providing a mean-square performance analysis, we introduce the following lemma. Lemma 3.1: T r(P ) T r(W P W ), where W is a symmetric stochastic matrix and P is a symmetric positive-definite matrix.
Proof: Firstly, it is straightforward to have the following property [31] : T r(ABC) = T r(CAB) = T r(CBA). Due to the fact that W and P are all symmetric matrices, it is easy to obtain that T r(W P W ) = T r(W W P ). In order to demonstrate that T r(P ) T r(W P W ), it is equivalent to prove that T r(P ) T r(W W P ), i.e., T r(P − W W P ) = T r((I − W W )P ) 0. Owing to the fact that W is a doubly stochastic matrix, W W is also a stochastic matrix and the maximal eigenvalue is equal to 1. Hence, I − W W is a positive semidefinite matrix due to the fact that x(I − W W )x 0 for any vector x. By using Cholesky factorization, P can be factorized as P = RR . We can see that T r((I − W W )P ) = T r((I − W W )RR ) = T r(R (I −W W )R), and R (I −W W )R is a positive semi-definite matrix because x R (I − W W )Rx 0 for any vector x. Consequently, T r(R (I − W W )R) 0. This proves that T r(P ) T r(W W P ) and completes the proof of lemma 3.1.
The stability and convergence analysis of the proposed algorithm are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: The estimation error covariance of our proposed algorithm is defined as P x,k = E{ x k|k x k|k } and P x,k follows the iteration:
where
Then the expectation of estimation error covariance matrix E[P x,k ] converges exponentially to a unique fixed pointP x of the mapping T .
Proof: See the proof in Appendix A. Next, we show that our proposed algorithm achieves better performance than decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm under a sufficient condition in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2: Let P k be the error covariance matrix of noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm such that P k converges to the unique steady state P for any initial condition. Suppose thatĀ = P(
Proof: The proof is shown in Appendix B. Remark 5: To compute the randomized gossip based Kalman filtering algorithm, node i needs to have knowledge of (P i k|k−1 ) −1 . In general, computation of (P i k|k−1 ) −1 requires the knowledge of the entire covariance matrix (i.e., the prior covariance of each node and the prior cross-covariances between each pair of nodes). However, computing (P − ) −1 at every time step at each node in a distributed framework is unrealistic as it would require too much information. When the prior state estimates across the nodes are uncorrelated to each other [24] , in this case the (P − ) −1 can be computed at each node using only a node's own prior covariance matrix (which is of great practical importance).
In the next section, we will provide a sub-optimal sensor scheduling scheme for distributed estimation subject to limited power.
IV. OPTIMAL SENSOR CONNECTION SCHEME Some resources such as battery power or channel bandwidth are consumed when the sensors transmit information in WSNs. In this section, we aim to minimize the estimation error while guaranteeing that the specified resource consumption is within a budget. We consider the average steady-state estimation error of the n sensor nodes:
where P x,i is the steady state estimation error of sensor i when adopting randomized gossip consensus based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm. We consider the following power constraint for sensor i:
where δ i is a given constant quantifying the power budget of sensor i imposed at each time instant, and c ij is a parameter indicating the communication cost on transmitting data from sensor i to sensor j. And node i is active with probability 1 n , it will contact one neighbor j with probability P ij . In practice, the c ij s can be different due to different location of the sensors in a large range. We design the optimal sensor schedule while adopting proposed algorithm as:
f or all i = 1, 2, ..., n, γ ij = 0, 1.
In section III, we have proved that the upper bound of the expected error covariance of our proposed algorithm converges to a unique limit. This shows that the steady state error covariance of our algorithm exists. We turn to tackle Problem 4.1 formulated in (34) . To solve Problem 4.1, we transform the implicit form of J(Γ) with respect to the optimization variable into explicit one. Assume that γ ij and γ ji are independent, we can decompose the Problem 4.1 into n independent optimization problems as follows:
Problem 4.2:
f or γ ij = 0, 1.
Since the explicit form of the state expected error covariance E[P x,i ] is difficult to obtain due to its randomness, we replace the objective function in Problem 4.2 by the upper bound of the steady-state error covariance P i . We relax Problem 4.2 as the following optimization problem: Problem 4.3:
One of the difficulties to solve the Problem lies in the implicit form of P i with respect to the optimization variables. We address this difficulty in the following part. Using the Cholesky factorization, S i can be factorized as
.., γ in I pn }, where I pi is the identity matrix with order p i , i.e., the order of y i (k). We further define the operatorĝ(X; Ξ) aŝ
where h(X) = AXA + Q. Notice that P i satisfies P i = g(P i ; Ξ). Then Problem 4.3 is equivalent to the following problem: Problem 4.4:
Problem 4.4 is still not solvable using any efficient numerical algorithm since the feasible domains given by X g(X; Ξ) and γ ij = 0, 1 are not convex. For the former inequality, one [37] has the following result.
Lemma 4.1: If (A, C i ) is detectable and (A, √ Q) is controllable, the following statements are equivalent:
1) ∃X such that X ĝ(X, Ξ).
Moreover, for Y satisfying the inequality in 2), X = Y −1 is a solution to the inequality in 1). It is also true conversely. Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5 in [37] .
Recalling the properties of Lemma 4.1, it can be seen that Problem 4.4 is equivalent to the following one:
Problem 4.5:
Since the feasible domains of γ ij is discrete, Problem 4.5 is a Boolean-convex problem which is a common issue when applying numerical methods. A relaxation on the feasible domains is often used to obtain a convex problem [38] .
Remark 6: Considering the problem which is the same as Problem 4.5 except that the constraint γ ij = 0, 1 is replaced by 0 γ ij 1. Denote the solution by Γ + and the optimal value by J + . Although it is not equivalent to the original problem, the optimal objective value of this relaxed problem is clearly seen to be a lower bound of Problem 4.5, i.e., J * J + . The elements of Γ + may be fractional. We use Γ + to obtain a feasible solution to Problem 4.5 denoted as Γ f , which chooses the first d largest element in each row of matrix Γ + . Although this solution is a relaxed one, the discretized solution Γ f should be close to or may even coincide with the optimal solution Γ * .
V. SIMULATION EXAMPLE We present below one example to illustrate our main results. Example 5.1: To illustrate the better performance of our proposed algorithm compared with the distributed solution in [12] , [14] , we present a simulation example in this section and visualize the results in the following. Consider a WSN composed of n = 5 sensors with the network topology in Fig. 2 . The system parameters and the adjacency matrix Γ are given as follows: . In this example, we consider the case that measurement noise of each sensor is identical, i.e., R i = R j , for all i, j ∈ V. First, we show the asymptotically convergence of the trace of estimation error covariance matrix of each node in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , which adopts randomized consensus Kalman filtering algorithm in the WSNs. As depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the estimation error, i.e., the trace of error covariance matrix of each node is asymptotically stable when time is long enough. Furthermore, we also compare the performance of different estimation algorithms with different numbers of consensus iteration K. Here K is varied from 1 to 41 at increments of 5. Other parameters are kept constant and the priors are chosen to be equal. Our next step is to define the mean-square estimation error 
In Fig. 7 , we show the mean-square estimation error of tracking state per node adopting randomized gossip based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm. Fig. 8 depicts the mean-square estimation error per node without cooperation steps. As depicted in Figs. 7 and 8, Fig. 7 has a coincident state performance due to cooperation steps while there exists disagreement among sensors in Fig. 8 . Fig. 9 compares the performance of different cases including randomized gossip consensus, diffusion strategy, and noncooperation strategy based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm, respectively. Moreover, for the comparison of three distributed Kalman filtering methods in detail, the average mean-square estimation error (MSEE) of n sensors tracking state error are further employed to analyze the performance and defined as follows:
As depicted in Fig. 9 , all the results are obtained after being averaged by 100 times. The proposed randomized gossip based Kalman filtering algorithm has smaller average mean-square estimation error than other two methods. Finally, we also show the average disagreement of state tracking by adopting our proposed algorithm, diffusion strategy based Kalman filtering algorithm, and local noncooperative Kalman filtering algorithm in Fig. 10 . To measure the disagreement of the estimates independent of network topology, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm by a normalized version of the distance from the consensus value as follows:
with x A = 1 n n i=1x i . As depicted in Fig. 10 , the estimation disagreement of gossip strategy and diffusion strategy based Kalman filtering algorithm are smaller than local noncooperative Kalman filtering algorithm due to consensus steps.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel algorithm called randomized gossip based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm. Under some mild assumption, we have obtained a sufficient condition for guaranteeing the convergence of the expected estimation error covariance for the proposed algorithm. We also investigate the sensor scheduling problem for distributed estimation when adopting randomized gossip based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm under the power constraint. By relaxing the optimal sensor scheduling problem to a convex optimization problem in a set of linear matrix inequalities, we have provided the sub-optimal solution. The simulation results verify that the better estimates can be obtained when compared with the diffusion based distributed Kalman filtering algorithm and noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm. Besides, the average disagreement of estimates of our algorithm is smaller than noncooperative decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm and diffusion strategy based Kalman filtering algorithm. In our current work, we investigate the scheduling problem when adopting proposed algorithm in a reliable channel. However, in practical applications, channels may be unreliable and have packet delays or droppings. As a future work, we will study other general communication channel models including packet-delay or fading ones.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1
The iteration is obvious. The estimation error covariance P x,k depends upon the W which is randomly selected from the set at every time k. Thus, we show that the estimation error covariance of our proposed algorithm converge in expectation to the stable state as follows.
We focus on the proof of the fixed point of the error covariance matrix. For any X, Y ∈ R nm×nm , we have The equality (a) is derived from the fact that T r(ABC) = T r(ACB) = T r(BAC) = T r(BCA) = T r(CAB) = T r(CBA). Note that the estimation error covariance matrix of the decentralized Kalman filtering converges to a steady state. More specifically, when W is always an identity matrix, Γ is a contraction mapping due to the convergence of decentralized Kalman filtering algorithm. We demonstrate that T r(E[P x,k ])
T r(P k ), ∀k ∈ R by induction as follows. First note that the initial condition P 0 = P x,0 ≥ 0. Thus T r(E(P 0 )) = T r(P 0 ) is tenable at time k = 0. Then assume that at time k, there holds T r(E[P x,k ]) T r(P k ). What we need to prove is that T r(E[P x,k+1 ]) T r(P k+1 ) also holds at time k + 1.
We have that E(P x,k+1 ) = E(WĀP x,kĀ W + WB(11 ⊗ Q)B W + WDRD W ). By using the full probability formula based on the conditional expectation, we obtain that E(P x,k+1 ) = E(E(P x,k+1 |P x,k )), and E(E(P x,k+1 |P x,k )) = E[WĀE(P x,k )Ā W + WB(11 ⊗ Q)B W + WDRD W ]. Combining these relations, we have T r(E(P x,k+1 )) = T r(E[E(WĀP x,kĀ W + WB(11 ⊗ Q)B W + WDRD W )]) = T r(WĀE(P x,k )Ā W + WB(11 ⊗ Q)B W + WDRD W ). Now,ĀE(P x,k )Ā +B(11 ⊗ Q)B +DRD is a positivedefinite matrix due to the fact that P x,k , Q, R are all positivedefinite matrices, respectively. Based on the Lemma 3.1, we further have that T r(WĀE(P x,k )Ā W + WB(11 ⊗ Q)B W + WDR D W ) T r(ĀE(P x,k )Ā +B(11 ⊗ Q)B +DRD ).
In view of the assumption that T r(E[P x,k ) T r(P k ) and A = P(P − ) −1 (I ⊗ A) is an orthogonal matrix. There holds thatĀE(P x,k )Ā =ĀE(P x,k )Ā −1 and T r(ĀE(P x,k )Ā ) = T r(E(P x,k )) T r(P k ) = T r(ĀP kĀ ). Note that T r(ĀE(P x,k )Ā +B(11 ⊗ Q)B +DRD ) E[T r(Ā P kĀ +B(11 ⊗ Q)B +DRD )] = E[T r(P k+1 )] = T r(P k+1 ).
By inductive hypothesis, T r(E(P x,k )) T r(P k ) holds for all time instant k ≥ 0. The proof is thus completed.
